FREEZING EEL SPERM TO SAVE THE SPECIES?
By German Herranz

The European eel is an iconic fish species with a very exciting life cycle. Every single European eel is born
in the Sargasso Sea, in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, and swims all the way to Europe where it spends
most of its life in rivers.
On their journey towards the coasts of Europe, eels alter their shape and size through what is called
metamorphosis, changing from leaf-shaped larvae of a few millimetres to a full-grown snake-like fish.
However, the life cycle of the European eel is still full of mysteries and we still do not know all the details
of their amazing travel through the ocean. The problem is that over-fishing, pollution and climate change
have led this species to a critical situation. Since the 1980s, the number of European eels arriving on the
coasts of Europe has decreased by 90% and the species is now listed as critically endangered.
The motivation behind our project is to save the European eel. To do that, we are working on ways to help
the eel reproduce in captivity by freezing, or “cryopreserving” eel sperm for later use in reproduction.

European eel life cycle
The quality of eel sperm degrades quickly after ejaculation and cannot be used after few hours. Therefore,
we conducted a series of experiments in which we managed to improve storage conditions by diluting the
sperm in products that extend the quality of the sperm up to four days in the fridge at 4oC. These
experiments also helped improve the freezing techniques at very low temperatures (-196oC) in liquid
nitrogen. Typically, sperm cryopreservation consists in placing the sperm with antifreeze products into
straws, and cooling them to subzero temperatures before throwing them into the liquid nitrogen. In our
experiments, we found that by adding hen egg yolk to the sperm, together with various antifreeze
chemicals (e.g. methanol), we managed to preserve most of the quality of the sperm for very long time.
These findings are very important because male and female eels mature at different rates in captivity and
are normally not synchronized. Since they do not mature at the same time, having sperm stored and
available solves the problem. Furthermore, frozen sperm can be shipped anywhere needed, so other

researchers do not need to worry about producing quality sperm and can focus on other aspects of
reproduction, saving time and resources.
In addition to sperm, we are working on
preservation of the genetic material of European
eel. This is particularly important since this species
is critically endangered. In the unlikely and
unwanted case in which European eel becomes
extinct, genetic material will be stored to help
recover them in the future. To do this, we started
a project with the goal of preserving frozen eel
stem cells which contain all of the eel’s genetic
information. By preserving them frozen in liquid
nitrogen, they can be stored indefinitely in what is
called a gene bank.
All this research and findings may help to develop
a sustainable European eel aquaculture industry,
which has a great economic importance.

Simpleshow video https://vimeo.com/271433932

Furthermore, this brings us closer to our main goal: to preserve the European eel in our lakes and rivers.

